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1

INTRODUCTION

For a number of years now studies have been eon'

ducted upon the organization of behavior in Iniinan

beings—notably the work of Spearman, KcUy, Tlnir-

stone, Garrett, and others. For an even longer time a

legion of investigators have been studying animal be-

havior; but the study of the organization of and rela-

tionships within animal behavior is of comparatively

recent origin.

Work along this line started as an attempt to deter-

mine the reliability of the various instruments—es-

pecially the mazes—being used in animal experimenta-

tion. In the last fifteen years there have been many of

these studies, of varying degrees of experimental and

mathematical sophistication, culminating in the recent

careful work of Tolman, Stone, liccpcr, Heron, and

particularly Tryoii. The earlier work has been re-

viewed by Lceper (15), Spence (24), and Tryon (34),

Some of it is outlined in Table 1, togctlier with tiiorc

recent work.

An examination of this table shows us that the earlier

studies reported quite low reliabilities. Even these

low correlations were partly spurious, inasmuch as dif-

ferent animals were given different numbers of trials.

Most of the more recent studies found distinctly higher

reliabilities, many of them comparing favorably with

those found in human work, 'flic corrected coeflicient

of .9876 reported by Tryon (34) for 141 rats on a 17-

unit multiplc-T maze compares very favorably with

[7]
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those of any mental tests now available in the human

field.

The higher correlations found in the later work may

be due in part to more careful tcchnicfue. Xhey are

probably due to a greater extent to improved instru-

ments. The multiple-unit mazes now in use arc both

more uniform and more difficult than most of the ear-

lier tests, and both these factors are conducive to higher

reliability. Tryon lists the following factors as making

for higher reliability: (1) more material in test; (2)

test-broken individuals; (3) a carefully controlled sit-

uation; (4) objective scoring; (S) considerable spread

of ability in the group; (6) presence of irrelevant cor-

related variables (an undesirable source of high reli-

ability)
; (7) correlation of comparable measures.

These factors explain the higher reliabilities found for

the recent work, including the very high reliability

found by Tryon.

Another source of difference in the size of the re-

liability coefficients is the variety of ways of computing
them. Examination of Table 1 will reveal almost as

many ways of computing reliability as there are ex-

perimenters. Even the recent workers are not agreed

as to the most satisfactory technique. Consider the

following six methods: (1) correlating the score on

the odd w. even trials; (2) correlating odd vs, even
blinds; (3) correlating the first half vs. second half of

the blinds; (4) correlating one segment of trials with
another; (5) correlating test with retest; (6) correlat-

ing scores on two different mazes. Stone and his co-

workers use methods 1, 2, 3, and 4; Tryon favors meth-
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od 1 ;
Leepcr, method 3 ;

Heron, method S
;
Spence,

method 6. Apparently no method completely satislieg

the two requisites of correlating completely compat'

able measures and of correlating measures which arc

free from irrelevant correlated factors. The results

from method 1 are almost certainly too high, and those

from methods 5 and 6 are probably too low. Wc can-

not say with assurance in which direction the other

methods err. But whatever method wc may use, we
must be fully aware of its limitations.

Intercorrelations between two or more tests were re-

ported as one of the first approaches to the problem of

the reliability of the individual tests. Later on, inter-

correlations were studied for their own sake. Earlier

studies were limited to two or three tests; more recently

experiments have been extended to include a wider

variety of performances. In Table 2 we outline some
of the earlier results. We shall consider the more
recent work in some detail.

More extensive studies have been published by Com-
mins, McNemar, and Stone (3), byToniilin and Stone

(33), and by Dunlap (S).

Commins, McNemar, and Stone calculated tbcii in-

tercorrelations from data obtained in the course of two
other studies. The first study yielded records for sev-

eral groups of rats on a muItiplc-T maze, a triple-plat-

form problem box, and the Stone inultiple-discriinina-

tion box. The reliabilities of these tests were all fairly

high. However, the medians of die raAv interconela-

tions for the six groups for wliich resiills were com-
puted were:
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Platform box vs, Light-discrimination .10

Platform box vs. T maze .02

Light-discriminiition vs. T maze .01

The three tasks seemed to have nothing in common,

The second study gave results for the multipJc-T

maze, the light box, and two patterns of elevated

mazes, When all the groups were combined, a popula-

tion of 256 animals was obtained. For this group, the

corrected correlations between the mazes were .56, .65,

and .66. The correlations between the light box and

the mazes were all close to zero. There appeared to be

a community of function among mazes, but this com-

munity did not extend to a discrimination habit.

Further light is thrown on this question by the results

of Tomilin and Stone (33). Records were obtained

for 136 rats on six-tests, namely
: (1) muItipIe-U maze;

(2) reversed pattern of same; (3) elevated miiltiplc-T

maze; (4) reversed pattern of same; (5) multiple-

light-discriniiiiation box; and (6) the same with re-

versed cue. The corrected correlations between mazes

ranged from .48 to .86 with a median at .61. I'he cor-

rected correlation between the two discrimination

habits was .66, The median correlation between a

maze and a discriininatioii test was —.02. There
seemed to be factors common to the maze habits and

factors common to the discrimination habits, but noth-

ing common to the two.

The most extensive study of tlie interrelations of

animal performances is that of Dunlap (5). His sub-

jects were 119 young chicks, 'These he tested on a

variety of simple tests, including several simple maze-
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type tests^—a straightaway tumid, an S-shapcd inazc,

and a multiple-U-shaped maze; measures of activity—
rotor, periscope, vocalization, problem-box situations;

and tests of directional tendency. The reliabilities of

the tests were estimated by correlating odd iw. even

trials and correcting by the Brown-Spearman formula.

These reliabilities are included in our Table 1-

The intercorrelations of the different tests were then

determined. These were almost all positive and, when

different measures from the same test were eliminated,

low. The raw correlations between the ten variables

which Dunlap used in his final analysis ranged from

—,02 to .47 with a mean of .205. Tlie corrected cor-

relations range from —.03 to ,65 with a mean some-

where between ,25 and .30. Apparently these tests have

something in common, though not very much.

Dunlap applied the methods of tetrad analysis to his

intercorrclations in order to determine the best pattern

of factors to explain them. He feels that the correla-

tions cannot be explained satisfactorily by a pattern of

one general factor plus factors specific to single tests,

and fits more complicated patterns to the data. He
concludes that the complex patterns are very pro-

visional and may well need to be revised with future

work, but that the evidence indicated that more than

one factor must be postulated to explain the intercor-

relation of these abilities in the chick.

My own problem was similar in general to that of

Dunlap. I proposed to test a number of albino rats

on as wide a variety of problems as possible, to deter-

mine the reliabilities of the various scores obtained.
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and to find the correlations between them. This table

of correlations was then to be examined by the current

methods of factor analysis, in an endeavor to trace the

relationships existing among the various scores,



II

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

The subjects in the experiment were male albino

rats, approximately 60 days of age when obtained from

the dealer {Breeding and Laboratory Institute in New
York City). The rats were run in groups of 18, ob-

tained upon the follow dates: July 17, August 28, and

October 23, 1933, and January 3 and February 13,

1934. The homogeneity of the groups is not known,

but it is known that the animals were taken from about

twenty different litters,

The rats were kept in the laboratory for 12 days be-

fore they were started on the experiment proper. Dur-

ing this time they were put through a standard routine

of handling and taming, which consisted of about six

minutes a day of handling, petting, etc., by the ex-

perimenter. Care was taken to keep this treatment as

nearly the same as possible for each animal.

Ninety animals started the experimental routine, but

there were always some who became conditioned

against one or another of the pieces of apparatus and

would not run. These failures were almost all in the

earliest tests, and these failing animals were discarded,

except in one case which will be mentioned later. Our
results are based on the complete records of sixty-four

animals.

Each animal received the 12-day taming routine

described above, and was then put through the standard
39-day experimental routine. The order and time of

the different tests was kept the same for the several

[20]
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TABLE 3

Schedule of Experimentation

Day B;00 A, M" 9.00-10i00 A- M. 4.00 P. M.

1 Mii%e C preliminary Jenkini Problem Box
preliminary

Mn'^e A prelim.

2 Same Same Same
3 Same Same Same
4 Maze C trial 1 Same Same
5 2 JcnkiiH Problem

Dox trials 1-2 Ma7,e A irinl 1

6 a 3-4 2

7 4 5-6 3

fl S 7-9 4

9 6 10-12 5

(0 7 13-15 6

11 a 16-18 7

12 9 19-22 B

13 Ma 2e D trial 1 23-26 9

1+ 2 27-30 10

15 3 31-35 11

[6 4 36-40 Maze B trial 1

17 5 41-45 2

la 6 46-50 3

19 7 51-55 4

20 LnLch Box preliminary
feeding

56-60 5

21 Same 61-65 6

22 Same 66-70 7

23 Same 71-75 a

24 Latch Box prcliiri. trinln 76 BO 9

25 Latch Box trial 1 Lntch Box trlaf 2 Lnldi Box trial 3

26 4 5 6 Cl) III mb.
27 7 a 9 Ohatr.
28 10 11 12 Prelim,
29

preliminary

Coliiinhin Oiialr,

—

hunger
30 "CR” prcUminnry
31 Same Same
32 Same ‘^CR” HDUnd Irinla

‘'CR” aound trials 11-20
I-IO

33 21-30
34 31-40 41-50
35 51-60 61-70
36 "CR" light trials I-IO "CR” light trials

11-20
37 21-30 JI-IO
38 41-50 51-60
39 61-70 71-80

Oil ilnys 2^15 rain rnii in revolving wheel for periudfl of four hourR envh liny
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groups of rats. Table 3 shows how the tasks were

temporally distributed.

In general, the animals were experimented w'ith for

three or four hours in the morning, and again at the end

of the afternoon, about four hours later. The animals

were fed on whole wheat bread and milk. They got a

little food in the apparatus, when they completed their

task; and received their main feeding for ten minutes

in the afternoon, at the conclusion of the day's ex-

perimentation. Records were obtained for each animal

on ten different tests, as follows:

Rcvolviiip-vvliecl activity CiiRC

Wnvner'Warden waze (2 piiilcrns—

A

nnil B)
Elevated T maze (2 patterns—C and D)
Jenkins civculat problem box
Latch problem box

Warner's conditioned-response test (two dillcrcnt stimuli)

Columbia obstruction apparatus (new mndcl)—-hunger drive

Let US now consider the apparatus, procedure, and

scoring for each of these tests in more detail.

Revolving Wheel Activity Cage

A measure of a certain phase of voluntary activity

was obtained from the amount that the animal ran in a

revolving wheel. The apparatus was made by G. H.
Wahmann Mfg. Co., and followed the design of

Spaeth. A revolution counter recorded half-turns

made by the wheel in either direction.

Due to the limited number of wheels available, it

was necessary to run each rat every third day. Each
animal was run for five four-hour sessions. The animals
were run from eleven or twelve in the morning to three
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or four in the afternoon on days 2-15, between the

morning and afternoon sessions on the other tests.

The first session for each rat was considered pre-

liminary training.

The score for each animal on this test was the total

number of turns of the wheel registered on the second,

third, fourth, and fifth sessions.

Warner-Warden Maze

This maze is described in the Archives of Psy-

chology, No. 92. Two patterns were used—A and 13.

These arc shown in Figure 1.

The animals were run in Maze A on the afternoons

of days 1-15 of the experimental session. On days 1

and 2 they were fed for two minutes in the entrance

box of the maze and for about three minutes in the

goal box of the maze. On days 3 and 4 the entrance

box and goal box were placed next to each other, and

the animals were allowed to rim from the entrance box

to the goal box, where they got a nibble of food. This

was repeated five times each day. The sliding card-

board doors of the entrance and goal box were operated

during these runs, in order to accustom the rats to them.

On days S-15 the rats ran through the complete maze
from entrance box to goal box, and were allowed to cat

in the goal box for about 30 seconds. One trial was
run each day.

Days 1-5, including the first trip through the maze,
were considered preliminary training.

On days 1 and 2 records were kept of the amoiint of

time that each rat spent in eating, out of the two min-
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FIGURE 1

Diagrams of Apparatus

utes that it was in the entrance box. These records

were combined with similar ones from the Jenkins

problem box and the Columbia obstruction apparatus
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into a score which has been called “Feeding on Pre-

liminaries."

On days 5-15 a complete record was kept of each rat's

path through the maze and of his time from entering

the maze to entering the goal box. The errors made
by the rat in traversing the maze were tabulated in

three groups:

"A errors”—ciiCcritig a blind alley while progressing toward the

^onl box

"B errors"—entering a blind alley while proceeding in the reverse

direction

"C errors'"—retracing the true pathway

Each unit of the maze that was incorrectly eateiecl was

counted as one error. A tabulation was made of the

number of each kind of error for each rat for each trial.

The scores on the maze consisted of the sum of the

times, or of any single kind of errors, on trials 2-11.

Maze B (second pattern of the Warner-Warden
maze) was run in the afternoon on days 16-24. The
only preliminary training was the first trial on the

maze. Procedure, scoring, etc., were the same as for

Maze A, Scores were summed for trials 2-9.

Elevated T Maze

The two patterns of this type of maze were con-

structed especially for this experiment. In design they

resembled somewhat those of Miles (17) and of

Dennis (4). They were constructed of planed two-

by-fours, fastened together with angle-irons so that the

two-inch edge formed the pathway. The rats’ pathway
was about 15 inches above the level of the maze tabic.
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Two patterns were used—C and D. These are shown

in Figure 1.

Maze C was run the first thing in the morning

(about 8 o'clock) on days J-12, On days 1, 2, anti 3,

the animals were fed in a cage upon the food platform

for two minutes. On days 4-12 the rats wero placed

upon the elevated patliway at the starting end and were

allowed to find their way to the food. If they fell off,

which happened very rarely and only upon the first

trial, they were replaced at the spot from which they

fell.

The preliminary training consisted of the three days

of feeding and the first run through the maze.

The same records of errors were kept as in the other

mazes. In the case of time, however, two separate

records were kept. Time was noted from the moment
that the rat was put down upon the maze at the starting

point to the moment that he left that section of the

maze; this has been called "Time to start." The time

from leaving the starting section of the maze to reach-

ing the food platform was also recorded; this has been
called "Time to run." The scores were the sums of

each type of time or errors for trials Z-9.

Maze D was run the first thing on mornings 13-19,

with ,no preliminary training except the first run
through the maze, The scores for the maze were the

sums on trials 2-7, and were obtained in the same way
as for Maze C.

Jenkins PnoitLEM Box

The Jenkins problem box used in this experiment is

the same as that used by Ricss (18) and described by
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him. It consists of two concentric circular cages. The
inner one is the food, compartment. The outer one is

the reaction compartment, and contains three plates set

into the floor, on some combination of which the animal

is required to step. There is an entrance compartment

opening into the reaction cage. The door of the en-

trance compartment is raised to admit the rat to the

reaction compartment at the beginning of a trial, and

the door of the food compartment is opened when the

rat steps on the required plates.

In the present experiment the animals were required

to step on any one plate in order to be admitted to the

food compartment. Previous workers (23, 18) with

this apparatus have used as their first problem the

stepping on a certain specific plate. It was not until

the experiment was well under way that it was dis-

covered that another procedure had been used before,

The other procedure seems better than that which we
used, in that it permits the formation of a fairly specific

habit. In the problem used here, the rat was rewarded
for doing one thing on one trial, and then for doing

something quite different on a subsequent trial.

This problem box was run as the second problem on
the mornings of days 1-24. The animals were run

from 9 or 10 o'clock until 11 or 12.

On days 1 and 2 the animals were fed for 3 minutes
in the food compartment. Records were kept of the

amount of time spent in eating, as part of our score

“Feeding on preliminaries.’’ On days .3 and 4 the door
of the food compartment was left open and the animals
were allowed to find their way to food, witliout being
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required to step on a plate, Two such trials were

given on each of these days. The regular trials of the

experiment were given on days 5'24*. The number of

trials per day started at two anti was gradually in-

creased to five.

In all, eighty trials were given. The first thirty

trials, together with the training on days 1-4-, were con-

sidered preliminary training. The scores on this ap-

paratus were based on the records of the last fifty trials,

Four different scores were obtained for this problem

box. The first score was a measure of a certain pliase

of activity in the reaction compartment, namely, the

number of quadrants entered, Secondly, a record was

kept of the number of perfect trials. A perfect trial

was arbitrarily defined as one in which the animal en-

tered no unnecessary quadrants and completed the trial

in less than IS seconds. In the third place, the time

between the opening of the entrance compartment door

and the entrance of the rat into the reaction compart-

ment was noted. We also kept a record of the time

from entrance into the reaction compartment to

entrance into the food compartment.

Latch Prodlem Box

This piece of apparatus was made in the laboratory
for this experiment. A diagram of it is given in

Figure 1. It consists of a rectangular cage set upon an
elevated platform. The wooden door in the front of
the cage swings in and up when the catch is released,

permitting the animal to get to the food which is

placed inside, The latch is a simple wooden bar, set
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out from the front of the cage, upon which the animal

must push down. When the catch is released, a

weight and pulley system swings the door up out of the

way.

The rats worked at this problem on the mornings of

days 19-24 and on both morning and afternoon of days

25-29. On days 19-23, both before and after the day’s

run on the Jenkins problem box, each rat was placed on

the platform of the latch box and allowed to go into

the cage and eat for 15 seconds, the door being left

open, On day 24 two trials were given—one in the

early morning and one in the late morning—with the

latch of the problem box just barely caught, so that any

slight jar would release it. This training, together

with the first two regular trials, was considered pre-

liminary training.

Twelve trials with the latch fully caught were given

on days 25-28, three trials being given each day—one

early in the morning, one late in the morning, and one

in the afternoon. Each time the rat succeeded in

getting into the cage he was permitted to eat for 15

seconds. A time limit of ten minutes was set, and an

animal who did not get in in that time was returned to

his cage and recorded as having failed for the trial.

In this test there were two rats who failed continuously,

because they never happened to hit the latch, and not

because they refused to work. It was decided not to

throw out the complete records of these rats, but to give
them a score on this test just worse than the worst of

the rats who did not fail.

The only record that was kept for this test was time
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to get to the food. The score was the sum of the times

on trials 3-12.

Conditioneu-RivSPonsp. Ti-;st,s

There is room for considerable doubt as to wlietlier

the tests to be discussed under this heading sliould be

called conditioned responses at all. If the name is to be

applied, it must be with rather a broad definition.

The apparatus used here was the same as that used

by Warner (38),* as shown in Figure 1. The apparatus

was essentially a wooden bo.\ with an observation

window on one side and a floor made of metal rods.

The box was divided in the middle by a low fence of

metal bars. The fence was always electrified, and the

apparatus was arranged so that either half of the floor

could be electrified,

First the animals were trained to jump from one

side of the fence to the other when they received an

electric shock. Then a buzzer was sounded for ten

seconds before the shock was given, in order to train the

rats to jump to the buzzer and avoid the shock. Finally

a change of illumination—a 100-watt bulb added to a

flashlight bulb—was used instead of the buzzer as the

signal of the shock.

On the morning of days 30, 31, and 32 and the after-

noon of days 30 and 31, ten trials were given with shock
alone, The animal was put in the box and presently

the shock was administered. The animal was sliockcd

until he managed to get across the fence, He was then

*1 take this ocension to thank Dr, 'Warner for pcrmittlnR me lo

Ills iippar^itus.
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permitted to rest in peace for a minute, after which

the shock was again administered until he crossed the

fence, and so on for ten trials. These fifty trials and

the first ten trials with the buzzer were considered

preliminary training.

On the afternoon of days 32, 33, 34, and 35 and the

morning of days 33, 34, and 35, ten trials were given

with buzzer and shock. On these trials the buzzer was

sounded continuously, and if after ten seconds the rat

had not crossed the fence, the shock was administered

until he did. Then after an interval of from 45 to 70

seconds another trial was given. The animal could

and did jump across the fence between trials without

incurring any penalty. He could also jump more than

once when the buzzer was sounded.

Records were kept of the number of times the animal

crossed each time the buzzer was sounded and of the

number of times that the animal crossed in the interval

between trials. These were used as two separate scores.

“Crossings to buzzer” was the number of trials, out of

sixty, on which the animal crossed to the buzzer and

escaped the shock, “Crossings between buzzers” was
the number of crossings that the animal made during

the time between trials. These scores were summed for

trials 11-70.

On the morning and on the afternoon of days 36-39,

ten trials were given with light and shock. The proce-

dure and results were analogous to those for the buzzer.

Records were kept for all eighty trials, and gave the

two scores “Cross to light” and “Cross between liglits,”
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Columbia Obstruction Apparatus

(Hunger Drive)

The apparatus used in this test was tlie new model

of the Columbia obstruction apparatus, described by

Warden (37). This test was given on the afternoons

of days 26-29. On days 26 and 27, after the afternoon

trial on the latch problem box, each rat was put in the

entrance compartment of the obstruction apparatus and

was allowed to explore and cat in the apparatus for 3

minutes. No shock was on, and the door in the alley

between the entrance and goal compartments was re-

moved. Food was placed in the goal compartment.

The amount of time spent in eating was recorded and

was combined into the score "Feeding on prelimin-

aries." On day 28 the door was replaced, and the rat

was allowed to make S crossings from the entrance box

to the goal box without shock, getting a bite of food

each time. On day 29 the animals, onc-day hungry,

were allowed four crossings without shock, and on the

fifth crossing the shock was turned on. The training

up to this point constituted the preliminary training.

After the shock had been turned on, records of the

animal’s behavior were kept for a ten-minute period.

Records were kept for each separate minute, and in-

cluded approaches (orientations toward the goal com-
partment), contacts (shocks received), and crossings to

the food.

Approximately the same shock was used as was used

in the Columbia drive studies (36)—500 volts and .050

milliamperes—but the results are not comparable. In
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RELIABILITY 01- TEST SCORES

Now we come to a consideration of the reliabilities

of the various measures taken. In general, these were

determined by correlating the sum of the scores on the

odd days with the sum of the scores on the even

daySj and correcting by the Brown-Spearman fortnula

(R= ). Any deviations from this procedure will

be noted in specific cases,

Some recent workers in the field object to this

method of computing reliabilities, saying that the cor-

relation is rendered spuriously high by the presence of

irrelevant correlated factors in the two halves of the

test. This is a very sound criticism. However, the

procedure is the most standard one, and any other that

we might substitute for it suffers either from the same

difficulty or from the difficulty of not correlating com-

parable things. In the present case we at least know
in which direction the error is likely to be, wliicli is

more than we can say for some of the other techniques.

So we will correlate odd vs, even days, remembering
that the correlations we get are probably too high.

Let us go through the list of variables, considering

the reliability obtained for each.

Revolving Wheel
Variable 1, The total score was the number of turns

on days 2-S. The reliability was computed by cor-

relating the number of turns on days 2 and S with the

number of days 3 and L The correlation obtained

[34]
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was; Raw—,96, Corrected—,98, Apparently four

four-hour sessions in a revolving wheel give one a very

stable measure of that phase of a rat’s activity. This

high reliability agrees well with the results of Shirley

(21) and Rundquist (20). (Sec Table 1).

Maze A. (Waunee-Waedeij)

Variables Z, 3, 4, 5. The correlations are for odd uj.

even trials on trials 2-11.

Raw Corrected

Var. 2 *^A errors" (Forward into blind alley) .68 .81

3 "B errors" (Retracing into blind alley) .53 .69

4 "C errors" (Retracing true path) .78 .88

5 Total time (Entrance box to goal box) .73 .84

The reliabilities here are fairly satisfactory. Though
they do not measure up to those obtained with more

difficult mazes and better controlled conditions by

Tryon (34), Stone and Nyswander (27), and Heron

(7), they are higher than those reported by earlier

maze workers, and higher than the general run of those

reported recently by Leeper (15).

Maze B, (Warner-Warden)

Variables 6, 7, 8, 9. The correlations are for odd uj.

even trials on trials 2-9,

Krav Corrected

Vsir. 6 "A errors” .63 .77

7 "H errors" .65 .79

8 "C errors" .69 .81

9 Total time .84 .91

It is interesting to note that in these mazes the retrac-

ing errors give as high or higher reliabilities than the
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forward-going errors, This may afford some con-

firmation of the experimenter's feeling that "tameness"

may enter into the score on a maze of this type and

degree of difficulty as much as, or more than, "intcIU-

gence."

Maze C. (Elevated Maze)

Variables 10, 11, 12, 13, U. The correlations arc

for odd vs. even trials on trials 2-9.

Raw CoTtteted

Viir. 10 '•A errors” .31 .47

11 errors” .36 .53

12 ”C errors" .32 .49

13 Time to stflrt running .71 .83

14 Time to run .31 .47

The reliabilities on this maze are all low, with the

exception of "Time to start." The only consistent cle-

ment of a rat’s behavior on the elevated maze was the

time that he remained still before beginning to run.

Observation of the animals leads the experimenter to

believe that this is, in large measure, a manifestation of

tameness. The low reliabilities of the other measures

may be in part a function of the timidity of the animals

on the elevated maze. They seemed more susceptible

to disturbance by environmental factors when they

were up in an exposed position than when in the alleys

of the Warner-Warden maze.

Maze D, (Elevated Maze)
Variables IS, 16 17, 18, 19. The correlations are

for odd vs. even trials on trials 2-7.

Raw Corrected
Var. 13 "A errors" ,50 ,67

16 "D errors" .37 .54
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17 “C errors" .20 .33

18 Time to start .85 .92

19 T/mc to run .38 .55

Again all the reliabilities are low except “Time to

start." In the case of this maze, the low reliabilities

may be due in part to the fact that the maze was very

easy. It is interesting to note that the changed pattern

of the elevated maze was learned very readily, while

the changed pattern of the alley maze presented a great

deal of difficulty. The floor plans were not exactly

the same for the alley and elevated mazes and the re-

sults may be due entirely to this difference in floor plan.

But the possibility is suggested that different sensory

cues may be used in the elevated maze. Commins (2)

has also observed the readiness with which a second

elevated maze pattern is learned.

Jenkins Circular Problem Box

Variables 20j 21, 22,23. The correlations are for

odd vs, even days (5 trials per day) for trials 31-80.

Raw Corrected

Var, 20 Quadrants entered .57 .73

21 Perfect trials .26 ,41

22 Time to start from entrance box .89 ,94

23 Time to run .82 .90

The score for perfect trials, as arbitrarily defined by
the experimenter, seems to have little value. Some
animals developed a very successful response to the

problem which never satisfied the arbitrary definition

of a perfect trial, while many perfect trials were ap-

parently achieved by chance. Quadrants entered gives
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a fairly consistent measure of a certain fraction of the

animal’s activity in the problem box, though many

phases of his activity do not enter into this score. The

time scores give the highest reliabilities, and again

“Time to start" seems to be a very reliable measure.

Under the circumstances of this experiment, “Time

to run" seems to be the best measure of learning the

problem.

The high reliability of these measures of the time

that elapses before starting in on some performance,

after having been put in the apparatus, seems very in-

teresting. We shall see later that the three measures

of time to start on cll/Tercnt performances correlate

quite highly. There seems to be an interesting and not

widely advertised phase of the individual animal’s

make-up which enters in here.

Latch Proulem Box

Variable 24. In this problem the animals were run

three trials a day, the trials being separated by an

interval of from two to four hours. The reliability of

the score was obtained by correlating odd vs. even trials

for trials 3-12. For the time taken to get to the food,

the reliability was;

R.nw—.77 Corrected—.07

Conditioned Response

Variables 25, 26, 21, ZS. In these tests the animals
were run ten trials at a time twice a day—in the morn-
ing and again in the afternoon. The reliabilities were
computed by correlating odd vs, even sets of ten trials.
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This amounted to correlating the score on the morning

trials with the score on the afternoon trials. Reli-

abilities were obtained as follows;

Raw Corrected

Var. 25 Cross to buzzer ,76 .87

26 Cross between buzzers ,82 .90

27 Cross to light .82 .90

29 Cross between lights ,80 .89

Both the frequency of crossing to the stimulus and

the readiness of the crossing response seem to be quite

stable features of the animal’s behavior. A considera-

tion of the intercorrelations, which we shall give later,

suggests that frequency of crossing to the stimulus may
be in large measure a function of the readiness of the

crossing response,

COLUMDIA OnSTRUCl'ION AI'PAIIATUS

(Hunger Drive)

Variables 29, 30, 31. This test was run for one con-

tinuous period of ten minutes, The reliability was
computed by correlating odd vs. even minutes. This

reliability is the most questionable of any that we have

obtained, because it seems hardly conceivable that

many of the chance errors affecting the score on one
minute would not affect the score on the adjacent

minutes. However, the procedure is strictly analogous

with that used in correlating odd vs. even items in a

human test, and we shall use it lierc, remcinbei ing that

the obtained reliabilities are almost certainly too high.

The obtained reliabilities follow:
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Raw Cofrey:tcU

Var< 29 Approachtis .59 .73

30 Contacts ,72 ,94

31 CrosslnRS ? 7

In the case of crossings (Var. 31), less than a quarter

of the rats crossed the grid even once, because the shock
used was too severe. This being the case, a reliability

coefficient seemed meaningless, and so was not com-
puted.

The reUabilitics here are not very high, and are

probably partly spurious, So probably we should not

attach much significance to the results on this test. It

must be remembered that the shock and procedure
which we used were not standard for this apparatus.

Feeding on Pkeliminauies

Variable 32. The reliability was computed by cor-
relating the amount of time spent in eating on odd vs>

even daySj as there were scores for two days on each
piece of apparatus. The reliability was:

Ruw .65 Corrected
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INTERCORRELATION OF TEST SCORES

We have seen to what extent the tests are reliable

measures. Now we are interested in finding out how
these measures are related to one another. For this

purpose we need the correlations between the differ-

ent variables. The intercorrelations were computed by

the Columbia Statistical Bureau, The Bureau makes

a practice of computing all correlations to four deci-

mal places, but, inasmuch as the correlations were

based on only sixty-four cases and the sigmas of the

correlations were of the order of 0.1, the last two

places have been discarded as meaningless. The table

of intercorrelations for the thirty-two variables is

given, to two decimal places, in Table 4. The raw cor-

relations are given on the upper right-hand side, the

reliabilities along the diagonal, and the corrected cor-

relations on the lower left-hand side.

In giving these correlations, it has been decided in

an arbitrary and common-sense manner what shall be

a "good” score for each variable. For example, in all

the maze-error scores a good score is a low score, while

for the revolving wheel a good score is a high score.

Consequently, a positive correlation between the re-

volving-wheel and a maze-error score indicates that the

animal who runs many turns in the revolving wheel
tends to make few errors in the maze. The following

have been chosen as "good" scores:

Revolving wheel— large number of turns
;

Mazes— lew errors or short time;

[41 ]
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Problem boxes— short time, few qundraiKs entered, and

many perfect trials;

CR— many crossings of the fence;

Obstruction apparatus—many nppronclics, contacts, or crossings.

Let us now examine the tabic of correlations. In

the first place, most of the different measures from the

same test (different types of errors, time, etc.) are

closely correlated, especially for the ma/.es. The raw

correlations are quite high, and when these arc cor-

rected for the unreliability of the tests, many of them

become greater than unity. For the Warner-Warden

mazes the median raw correlation between different

types of scores is about .82, and the median corrected

correlation over 1.00. For the elevated mazes the

same figures arc .54 and .96. Apparently these scores

are all measuring much the same thing. Later we
shall consider a condensed array of correlations, where
several of these scores have been combined into single

scores.

When we consider the correlations between differ-

ent tests, we observe that the great majority of them
are positive and that most of them are quite small. Less

than 15 per cent of the correlations arc negative, and
no one of these is significantly different from zero. The
mean of the raw correlations is ,18 and that of the cor-

rected correlations is .27. This result agrees quite

closely with a mean raw correlation of ,205 found by
Dunlap (5) from his tests on chicks.

The table of correlations shows us quite distinctly

that the mazes are more closely related to one another
than they are to the other tests, or than the other tests,
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in general, are to each other. The average raw cor-

relation between different mazes is about .30, arid the

average raw correlation between two tests which are

not both mazes is about .17. When we use corrected

correlations the difference shows up in a more striking

way. In this case the two figures are .46 and .19.

Mazes have something in common which spreads to

a much lesser extent to the other tests used. This was

also found to be the case in the work of Commins, Mc-
Nemar and Stone (3), and of Tomilin and Stone (33).

The average intercorrelation of our mazes is somewhat

less than they report.

The relationship of activity (Var. 1) and “Feed-

ing on preliminaries” (Var. 32) to the rest of the tests

is rather interesting. There is some indication that

the rat who is more active and who eats more readily

in a new situation learns the maze better, has lower

time scores on the problem box, and crosses the fence

more readily in the CR apparatus. The same rela-

tionship between activity and maze score was reported

by Shirley (22), while Rundquist (20) found a neg-

ligible relationship.

Variables 13, 18, and 22 are of considerable inter-

est. Each of these measures the time that the animal

took to start going in some apparatus. That this trait

is fairly consistent from one test to another is indicated

by the correlations of ,54, .41, and .63 (corrected

—

.60, .47, .68) between these variables. These measures

of time to start correlate with the other maze and prob-

lem-box time and error scores, but not as highly as the

time and error scores correlate among themselves.
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A tabic of intercorrelations among .S2 variables is

rather hard to analyze. There is so much detail that

it tends to liide any general trends. It therefore

seemed desirable to reduce the number of variables.

We have seen that the three types of error scores for

each maze were measuring much the same thing, so

they might well be combined into a single score. Wc
therefore combined the “A," “D," and "C" errors for

each maze into a single variable.

In combining the variables it was necessary to adopt

some system of weighting, The simplest technique

would have been to weight each variable equally, but

this would have given undue weight to a variable in

which the scores scattered widely. The next simplest

thing WD\ild have been to weight each variable in in-

verse proportion to its standard deviation. This would
probably have proved perfectly satisfactory, and would
have given results that differed only very slightly from
those which wc obtained by a somewhat different tech-

nique.

We shall illustrate the technique which we adopted

by an example, Consider variables 2, 3, and 4. The
ititercorrelations between these variables arc faa -- .79,

r2i
~ ,88, j'ii4 = .87. Wc form the table;

.88

.79

.8B

S r 2.55

.79

.87

.87

2.53

.88

,87

.88

2.63 7.71

1 =:= .1298

fci .92 .91 .95

22/
1 r= .-V)
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and fit a first factor to the array of correlations by

Thurstone's center of gravity method of factor analy-

sis (29). We obtain the factor loadings .92, .91, and

.95 for the three variables. The scores on the variables

are first reduced to standard scores (divided by their

standard deviations), and then given weights equal to

these first factor loadings,

The intercorrelations between this new composite

variable and the other variables are found from the

correlations of the separate component variables by the

foi-niula for the correlation of sums. [See Kelly (14,

p. 197).] In this particular case, the formula takes the

form

{Ax+By+Ct, v)) «=.

where A, B, and C arc the weights (i.c., the factor load-

ings) of the variables x, y, and z.

In this way, we combined the three error scores for

each maze pattern into a single score. We also dis-

carded several variables which were of low or un-

knoAvn reliability, namely, variables 14, 19, 21, and 31.

The correlations among the remaining 20 variables are

given in Table 5.

Again we see that most of the correlations are posi-

tive, and that the negative ones are quite small. The
correlations between mazes are all positive, with a

median raw correlation of .36. The correlation be-

tween time and error scores for the same maze arc quite

high—.87 and .83 for the Warncr-Warden mazes, and
lower for the less reliable elevated mazes. The cor-
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relations between the different CR variables are quite

high—median .64. Most of the other correlations are

quite low.

We have further combined the variables, in a more

Of less arbitrary manner—reducing the number to 13,

Variables 2 etc. and 6 etc. have been combined into a

single alley-maze error score, variables 5 and 9 into a

single alley-maze time score, variables 10 etc, and 15

etc. into a single elevated-maze error score, and vari-

ables 13 and 18 into a single elevated-maze time score.

Variables 25 and 27 have been combined into a single

jump-the-fence-tO'Stimulus score, and 26 and 28 into

a single jump-the-fence-between-stimuli score. Vari-

ables 29 and 30 form a single hunger-drive score. The
same method of weighting was used as before, but as

only pairs of variables were combined, this amounted

to giving equal weights to the correlations of each vari-

able. The correlations among the remaining 13 vari-

ables are given in Table 6,

TABLE 6

Intercorrelations; 13 Variables

Var. 1 2,6 S,9 10,15 13, IB 20 22 23 24 25,27 26,28 29,30 32

1 ,22 .13 .20 .2B .—.24 .34 .21 .OB .2B .3B —.05 JB
2,6 .77 .56 .41 .15 .43 .46 .26 ,11 .25 .22 .30

5,9 .43 .63 .04 .64 .55 .25 —.05 .14 .17 .31

10,15 .42 .07 .40 .31 .32 .22 .16 .09 .37

11, IB —.06 .59 .39 .30 —.02 —.03 .03 .41

20 .02 .39 .07 .25 .17 .06 —.13
22 .S2 .21 .02 .19 .14 .45

23 .21 .U .31 .23 .31

24 .OB .04 .10 .19

25,27 .6B —.01 .05

26,2B .26 .14

29,30 .12

12
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Examination of this table shows correlations bct\vccn

the various maze scores ranging from .41 to .77, with

a median at about .SO. The maze scores seem to be

related fairly closely to the two Jenkins problem box
time scores—the correlations range from .31 to .64 with

a median at about .44. Slightly lower correlations ap-

pear between the mazes and the latch problem box
(.25 to ,32), the revolving wheel (.20 to .3.3), and the

preliminary feeding (.30 to .41). The time scores for

the Jenkins problem box are related to activity (.34

and ,21) and to feeding on preliminaries (.45 and .31).

Another interesting relationship is that between activ-

ity and CR scores (.28 and .38).



V
ANALYSIS OF INTERCORRELATIONS

The examination of the intercofrelations has so far

been qualitative and subjective. Now let us see what

we get when we apply current methods of factor analy-

sis to the array of correlations, Of the various possible

techniques, we have used Thurstone’s center of gravity

method (29). Practice has shown that the results

from this method approximate quite closely those ob-

tained by Thurstone's (28) and Hotelling’s (8) more

laborious techniques. We have checked on this for

our 13-variable array of correlations by computing the

first two factors by Hotelling’s method also and com-

paring them with the results of the simpler method.

These results will be compared later. It is sufficient

to say that with our sixty-four cases the greatly in-

creased labor of the other techniques did not seem

worth while for the 32- and 20- variable arrays.

A factor pattern was first fitted to the original array

of correlations between all 32 variables. The factor

loadings for the first three factors are given in Table 7,

In order to obtain some idea of how many factors

are needed to give an adequate fit to the array of cor-

relations, the residuals after removing each factor have

been tabulated. If we assume that the true correlation

between any two variables is zero, then with our sixty-

four cases the standard deviation of this correlation is

.125. Working on the assumption that no trvic cor-

relation remains among the variables after removing

one factor, we determine how many of the obtained

[51 ]
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TAOLE 7

Factor Loadimcs ov 32 Variaulhs

VorJabIc \

1

2 .759

3 .730

4^ .6S2

5 .713

6 .656

7 .611

8 .(i«B

9 .563

10 .579

11 Ai2
12 MG
13 .515

14 .557

IS ,452

16 .50+

17 .525

n .494

19 .623

20 .199

21 .086

22 .641

23 .650

24 .369

25 .397

Z6 .350

27 .251

2B ,4^12

29 .243

30 .292

31 .310

32 .464

.272

Factor

2 3

.233

.299 .057

.30B .061

.404 .090

.452 .136

—.400 J92—.2B9 J94
—.359 .337

—.150
.350

.486 —152

.517 —120

.532 .101

.658 —039
—.096 .043

—.226 .222

—252 .271

.191 .254

.068 .106

—441 —059
—484 —201

.130 .176— 168 .112

—141 .221

—2B9 —769
—216 —462
—359 —693—3IB —.563
—.270 ,233

—232 .lOQ

—215 .193

.272 .017

.112 ,088
n

residuals lie within I sigma (.125), 2 sigma (.250),

etc., of the assumed true value of zero. This distribu-

tion of residuals is then compared with the distribution

to be expected by chance. If the distribution of resid-

uals approximates what should be expected by chance,

we have some justification in feeling that we have
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fitted a sufficient number of factors to the table of cor-

relations.

For the 32-variable table of correlations the results

were as follows

:

First Second Third Normal

residuals residuals resjdunls probability

% % % %
Within I sigina 59.4 73.1 78.4 68.3

2 fl8.5 93.6 97.8 95.4

3 96.0 98.0 99.6 99.7

4 98.8 99,6 100.0 100.0

5 99.8 100,0

From this table we can .see that the three factors re-

duce the residual correlation between variables to about

what would be expected to arise by chance alone. There

may be some doubt as to whether the third factor is

needed.

Now let us examine these three factors in order to try

to get some understanding of what they might be. In

the first place, the first factor has a positive weight in

every test, though some of the weights are very low.

This shows that every test tends to be correlated posi-

tively with the other tests. We must be cautious, how-
ever, in interpreting this as a general factor among ail

the tests; the slight tendency for all the tests to be cor-

related may have arisen through some slight hetero-

geneity of conditions among the different groups of

animals and nothing more. This first factor is most
prominent in the maze scores and in the time scores of

the Jenkins problem box. Perhaps it should be con-

sidered maze-running ability, rather coiuaminatcd
with activity, tameness, and possibly hunger.
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The second factor seems to be a temporal factor, in

that most of the tests that occurred early in the experi-

mental routine have positive weights and those that

occurred late in the training have negative ^vcigllts,

Since it discriminates the earlier from the later tests,

we might name it a transfer factor.

The third factor seems to discriminate the CR tests

from the rest of the tests. They have large negative

weights, while most of the rest of the weights are rather

small negative or positive ones. The four CR scores

were obtained in the same apparatus, at the same part

of the schedule, with only slightly different conditions,

TABLE 8

Factor Loadings of 20 VAniAiitBs

VhiIaMc 1

FAClor
2 3

.414 ,101 ,23i

2, 3, 4 .fiS4 -.136 .490
s .690 —.293 .439

<, 7, B .612 —.227 —.2*2
9 .370 —.468 —.312
10

, Hi 12 .50B .005 .598
13 ,491 —.311 .390
IS, 16, 17 .459 —.031 *024
19 ,539 —.405 —.033
20 ,177 .152 — 361
22 ,69B —.332 —.056
23 .716 —.167 —.319
24 .366 —.113 —.080
25 .46B .756 —.010
26 .435 .508 —.090
27 .331 .801 —.135
29 .556 .595 —.220
29 .264 —.243 —.379
10 .278 —.043 —,112
32 .469 —.126 .254

Xk'

n .259 .136 ,0H6
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The apparatus was very different from any of the

other pieces used, The motivation was escape-from-

shock instead of hunger. Under these conditions it is

not surprising that the four CR scores have factors in

common which do not extend to the rest of the tests.

Now let us see what we get when we fit the same type

of factor pattern to the 20-variable array of correla-

tions. The factor loadings for three factors appear in

Table 8.

As in the case of the 32-variable array, we compare

the residuals with the correlations to be expected by

chance

:

First Second Third Normal

residuals residuals residuals

%
probability

Within 1 sigma

/o

53.7

/o

73.5

yo

91.1

/o

68.3

2 84,7 94.1 97.4 95.4

3 96.3 99.0 100.0 99.7

4 99,5 100.0 100.0

Here again, three factors seem to be adequate, with

the third of doubtful importance.

The factors seem to be open to about the same inter-

pretation in this case as in the case of the 32 variables,

except that the second and third factors have been in-

terchanged, In this case, the second factor is the CR
factor and the third factor the transfer factor, if we
choose to adopt this interpretation of them.

Tlie number of variables was further reduced to thir-

teen. In fitting a factor pattern to these, only two fac-

tors were fitted. As we shall sec presently from a con-

sideration of the residuals, two factors seemed ample
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fof this set of correlations. 1 he factor loadings appear

in Table 9-

TAIILE 9

Factor Loadings OK 13 Varuhlus

Facior

Variable 1 2

1 .+12 .0£1

^ eic., 6 ,727 —Ml
5. 9 736 —.353

10 etCi. 15 ciC, .m —.161

I3| IB .597 —.444

2Q 774 .179

ZZ .752 —.323

21 .773 —.023
Ml —A3i

25, 27 .362 .707

26, 2B .501 .773

2?, 30 .047

32 ,497 —,164

Xlc*

n
,307 U?

In this case we have the residuals for only the first

two factors:

First Second Normal

residuals residuals probabilily

% %
Within 1 siemn 6S.4 05.9 68.3

2 93,6 97.5 95.4

3 98.8 100.0 99.7

In, this case the first factor seems to be the factor of

what is general to the various tests, highly weighted for

the maze scores and for the time scores on the Jenkins
problem box. The second factor gives a large positive

weight to the CR scores, and negative weights to most
of the rest of the scores. The scores having the largest

negative weights are time scores. It is not surprising
that we find no considerable transfer factor with this
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group of variables, as we have combined the first and

second patterns of the mazes and of the CR test into

single scores.

At this point let us compare the factor pattern ob-

tained for the 13-variable array by the Thurstone cen-

ter-of-gravity method with the one obtained by Hotel-

ling’s method. The factor loadings for the two methods

are given in Table 10.

TABLE 10

Factor Loadings of 13 Variarlbs

Variable

Factor 1

Thurstone Hotelling

Factor 2

Thurstone Hotelling

1 .41 .49 .06 .21

2 etCij 6 etc. J3 .74 —.16 .01

5i 9 .74 .BO —.35 —.26
10 ctc.i 15 etc. .61 .60 —.16 —.01

13, IB .60 .69 —.44 —.39
20 .17 .12 .18 .32

22 ,75 .81 —.32 —.IB
23 .77 .75 —.02 .07

24 .37 .41 —.13 —.08

25, 27 .36 .23 .71 .83

26, 28 ,50 ,39 .77 .80

29, 30 .25 .26 .05 .12

32 .50 -55 —.16 —.12

We see that the loadings differ somewhat in detail,

but that the general pattern is about the same in both

cases. This is seen if we arrange the variables in order

of size of the loadings for a particular factor and com-
pute a rank-difference correlation between the orders

obtained by the two methods. The correlation is found
to be over .95 for each factor. The loadings by Hotel-

ling’s method all tend to be shifted somewhat, but in

most cases the shift is in the same direction for each

variable. Using this method docs not seem to change
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or add to our essential results.

Perhaps a graphic prcsciitation of the factors will

show up certain reiationsliips which the numerical re-

sults do not readily show. Where three factors have

been fitted, a tri-cliinensioiial figure would be required

to show up the relationships. The factors can be shown

in bi-dimensional form by taking dicni in pairs. Wc
have done this for the case of 32 variables. In tlic 20-

variable and 13-variable factor patterns, wc have

FIGURE 2
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FIGURE 4

graphed only the first two factors. In the graphs,

each variable is represented by a point. The identify-

ing number of the variable is above the point, vvhere-

cver possible.

When we examine the graph of the first two factors

for the 32 variables, we notice first of all that the differ-

ent measures taken on the same piece of apparatus tend
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to cluster together. We find all the different scores for

maze A, or for the CR apparatus, or f<)r the Columbia

obstruction apparatus in the same general locality. We
can also see that the earlier tests tend to be in the upper

half of the cluster. Finally, most of the right-hand

half of the cluster is composed of maze and problem-

box scores.

The striking characteristic of the clustering for fac-

tors one and three is the separation of the CR tests from

the rest of the cluster,

The graph for factors one and two of the ZO-variable

array of correlations is very similar to that for lactors

one and three of the 32-variablc problem just con-

sidered. The CR scores are isolated from the rest of

the scores. It is interesting to note that the five scores

furthest removed from the CR scores arc time scores.

In this case, the second factor appears to distinguish

between rapid running of a maze or problem bu.\ and
frequent crossings of the fence in the CR apparnius,

The 13-variable graph resembles iliat for 20 vari-

ables and shows the same trends.

We may make one more approach to the analysis

of the intercorrelations by finding to what extent fac-

tors conimon-to two different mazes and those common
to two different problem boxes, for instance, are com-
mon between the mazes and problem boxes. We use

the more general case of Spearman’s attenuation formu-
la, which takes the form

Community of a and b with x and y —
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Comparing the two alley mazes with the two ele-

vated mazes, we find a community of ,98 for errors

and .94 for time. Comparing scores on two different

mazes with time scores on two different problem boxes,

we get communities ranging from .70 to l.OOH-, with a

median at .91. On the other hand, when we take two

maze or problem-box scores and get the community

with two CR scores, the communities are very low.

Four comparisons made at random give communities

of .36, .11, .00, and .27. Likewise, when we consider

the community between the two hunger-drive scores

and a pair of maze, problem-box, or CR scores, we get

sample results of .43, .27, .25, and .36.

This analysis suggests that the different mazes and

problem boxes have very nearly the same factors in

common, but that most of the factors common to the

CR scores or to the hunger drive scores are common to

those scores alone.



VI

DISCUSSION

Our results htvvc slvo\vi\ a
5
;ciiei‘al tendency for dif-

ferent abilities ill the same rat to be correlated. Tlic

relationship between dilTereiit mazes is considerahlc -

the median corrected correlation between scores on the

different mazes that we used being about .45. Hut

the relationships between tlie other tests are generally

slight. The general tciulciicy for correlation is con-

firmed in the work of Dunlap (5), and the higher re-

lationship among mazes is in accord with the work of

Commins, McNemar and Stone (3), and of Tomilin

and Stone (33)

.

When wc fitted factor patterns to our array of inter-

correlations, using three factors, the first factor was

weighted positively for each variable, anti seemed to

be composed of what was common to all the variables,

especially what was common to the mazes and problem
boxes. Another factor seemed to be a factor of trans-

fer, or improved adjnstment to the situation. The liiird

factor seemed to be concerned chiefly with the CR tests.

The experimenter feels, from his observation of the

rats at work, that a very important element in most of

the time scores, and even in the error scores at the be-

ginning of the test, was the "tameness" of the animals.

It was obvious that some rats "knew" the maze long

before they started to make perfect trials. The scores

of the poor rats were probably poor largely because

they were nervous in the maze and slightly conditioned
against the food box. The scores of the good rats were

[62 ]
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probably more nearly measures of their ability to learn

the maze. Thus, the maze-learning score would not

be a hoinogencous function, but would measure "in-

telligence'' for good rats and "tameness” for the poor

ones.

Under these circumstances, it seems possible that the

first factor is this combination of "intelligence” and

"tameness” which goes to explain the scores. We
might call it "docility.” The "transfer" factor might

be thought of as a change in the relative importance of

tameness in the scores of certain rats, It might repre-

sent the decreasing importance of tameness and the in-

creasing importance of ability in the later scores.

The CR factor seems to be concerned largely with

these tests, and is probably due in large part to the

common apparatus and procedure and to the contiguity

in time of these tests. The high correlation between the

scores on jumping the fence to the stimulus and jump-

ing the fence between stimulations suggests that our

training has merely increased the readiness of the re-

sponse, instead of attaching it to a particular stimulus.

What we have called "conditioned-response” scores

may be measures of irritability or sensitivity to shock

rather than of learning. In tliis connection, we observe

an appreciable correlation between these scores and

activity as measured by the revolving wheel.

In conclusion, it must be remembered that any num-

ber of factor patterns can be fitted to a set of correla-

tions such as these, and that many of them will give

about as satisfactory fits. Even if we admit these par-

ticular factors as the best ones, there may still be con-
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siderable latitude in interpreting them, Wc must

realize that the factors as they stand do not coincide

with unitary biological traits, and at best only approxi'

mate such traits. We must look upon any names that

we apply to individual factors purely as convenient

tags, to be viewed with considerable distrust.



VII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. Records were obtained for sixty-four albino rats

on a wide variety of tests, including mazes, problem

boxes, revolving-wheel activity cage, conditioned-re-

sponse tests, and a measure of hunger drive.

2. The reliabilities of the various scores were de-

termined, in most cases, from the scores on odd and

even days corrected by the Brown-Spearman formula.

With the exception of the scores for running the ele-

vated mazes, most of these corrected reliabilities were

fairly high (.70 to .95).

3. The intercorrelations of the different tests were

computed. These were found to be positive in about

85 per cent of the cases. Most of the correlations be-

tween different tests were quite low, except for the cor-

relations between different mazes. The median correla-

tion between mazes was about .45 or .50 while the

correlations between tests which were not both mazes
had a median value of about .20.

4. A factor pattern was fitted to the intercorrcla-

tions by Thurstone’s center-of-gravity method. More
than one factor seemed necessary in order to get a satis-

factory fit. The following factors were tentatively

identified; (1) docility—maze-learning, intelligence,

tameness; (2) transfer—^distinguishing early from
later tests; (3) a factor specific to the different CR
scores.

[65 ]
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L'ORGAnISATION DU COMPORTliMENT CHEZ LE KAT DLANC

On a lesl^ soixante-quatre raU bUnca, dgjSs dc aoixqiUe joura, dans dix
divers ap[iareil 9 . On a lealfe lea anlmaux sur deux formes dii labyrinilic
k naUda muUipIcB de Warncr-Warden, dnix forme& d'ua InbyrimUc Meve,
deux types de boltc 4 probldnic, deux teats dc r^puiiae condilioiuicllc, Tap-
pnreU d’obatntclion de Columbia avee une Impulsion dc faim dc vingt-cjuaire
hcurcB, ct 1ft cage d'aciivk6 4 time lournamc, QuclqucB^ims dca tcBU oni
dnnni plusieiira dilTcrents types dc r^sullnia, dc soric que I'on a obtenu dcB
dix teats trenic-dcux risultnis dc temps, d'erreur, et dc distance.
Dana In pJupnrt dca cna on a d^termind lea coubIquiccii dea divera r^BuUnls

nu mtjyen des rdsuluta Ics Jniira pairs cl impnirs corriRdft par In fonmile
•

Dirown-Spearman. A Tcxccjulon dca rdniiluia dij pnrcoiira du litby-
rintho elcvt, In plupntt dc cca conatance* corrigfica ont M aasex dlcvica,
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c'est-A-dire, de 0,70 h C,95. Lea rdaultatii dea tests n*ont paa inllucncifl

dUme fa^on maiqudc par les variations quotidicnnca clu Tcndcment.

On a compute lea intcrcori'dlntiana dea divers Uste* Ccljcs-ci sc lonl

montrdes positives dans environ H5 pour cent des caa, ct niillc dea corfdla"

tions negatives n'fl coiistDniinent diffirente dc nullc. La phipiJrt dea cor-

i^Jations entre lea divers teata ont did nsae^ peu dievfica, A Texception dea

corrAlntiona entre lea divers labyrinthca. Ln corrdintion mAdinnc corng^c

entre lea labyrinthca n 6td d’environ 0,45 ou 0,50, Inndis que lea corr61rtliona

corrig^ea entre lea teala qui n'ont png 6t6 toua deujc (lea labyrinlbcs ont eu

ujie vnleur tnedianc d'enviroii 0,20*

On a. /ijiisti une forme de troia fncteiirs mix corrdlations entre lea trcntc-

deux variables, et auaal A une afirie r^diiitc de correlations entre vingt

variables, au moyen de la m^thode dii centre dc gravity de T'hurstonc, Lc
premier facteur a eu iin poida poaitif pour chacune dea variables, et a acmbli

BUrtout asaocii aux labyrinthca ct aux boitea A problAme. Lc deuxiime
facteur a donnd dcB poida positifs aux premiers testa et dea poida ndgnilfH

aux subsequents. Le trolsidmc facteur a donnd de grands poids ndgnLifs

aux tests de rdponse condltionnellc et de petita poids ndgatifs ou posltifa A

tous lea autres. Lea troU facteurs ont provLaionneUement idcnilKiAB

comme (1) Isi cDpacitd en train d'etre testde—I'apprcntiaaagc dii labyrlnlhc,

^Tiotelligence/' *'U docilitd," (2) un facteur de ''irnnafcrt,” diacriminant

entre les premiera teats et les aubsdquents, ct (3) iin iactcur qui a cii surtout
rapport, paratt-ll, aux testa de rdponse conditionnelle.

TnoRNUlKU

DIE ORGANISATION DES VERHALTENS DER ALRINORATTE
(Rcferat)

Yierundseclizlg Albinorattcn im Alter von aeclizig Tagcn wurden in zcim
verachiedenen Apparaten unteraiicht. Die Ticrc wurden bci zwei Miistcrn
des Warner-^nrder vielfaclicn Einhcitslabyrintlia, zwei Mustern dea crliQ-

benen Labyrinths, zwei Artcn des Problemkaatcna, zwei bcdinglon Ant-
wortstesta, dem Columbia Hinderniaapparat nacli vicriindzwnnzig SUmden
Futterentziehung, und dem Drchradtijtlgkcltslciifig untcrsuclit, Einigc Ver-
suche ergaben mehrerc Typen von Ergcbniaaen. Auf dieacr Weise wurden
im ganzen zweiunddreiasig Zcil-

, Irrtum-
,
und. EnlfcrnimgBwcrtc von den

zelin Versuchen gewonnen.
Die Zuverliiaaigkeitcn der verachiedenen Rcsukntc wurden bestunmt; in

den meisten Fallen wurden Ergebniase an gcradcii uiid ungeraden Tngen
durch die Drown-Speaiman Formel verbesaert. Mit tier Ausnnlime ilcr
Ergebnisse fCir das erhobene Labyrinth waren die meisten dieacr verbcascrlen
2!uYerl iisaigkeitcn ziemlicli hoch, d.h. 0,70 bla 0,95. Die Ergebniase wurden
durch tfiglichc Veranderungen dcr Leiatuiig nicht ungcbuhrlicb bcein/lussL
Die Zwiachenkorreladonen der vcrschictlencii Vcraiichc wurden aiisge-

rechnet. Ea wurdc featgestellt, daas dieac In ungcfiihr BS Prozent dcr Fdllc
positiy waren, und keine dcr iiegativen KniTcIntioiieii zuvcrlNsaig ver-
schieden von Null war. Die meisten ICoiTcInlionen zwisclicn den vcrscliic-
denen Veraudien waren gnnz niedrig, mit der Ausnnliiiic dcr Korrclnlioncn
zwischen den verschicdeiien Lahyiintbcn. Die vcibcSHcrle DurcliHcliniua-
korrclntion zwischen den Lnliyriiithcn war ungcfillir 0,45 odcr 0,50 wiihrend
(lio verbesaerte Korrelationcn zwischen den Veisuclien. die niclit vnii beiden
Labyrmthen waren. eineii Durclischiiilt.nvcrt vnn ungcfalir 0,20 bniien.
Dna Gebiltle von drei Fnhtorcn wurdc den Korrclntioncn zwisclicn den
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KWciundclrci&sig Vnrinbjcn pnsucnd gcinncht, unil niicli einer vcrmindorleti
Reilic Von Korrelnuoncii zwjschen zwaiizi^ Vqriabicn vcrmiUelbt dcr
Thurstone Schwcrpunktmcihudc (centcr-of-gravily method), Dcr erato

Faktior hnttc cit\ jiasitivca Gcwicht £ijr jede der Vnriablcn und achicn bc-
sondera niit deh Lnbyrlnihcn und Prob Iemit n aten in Bcxicbimg ku atehen,
Der zweite Faktor ergab poaiiivc Gcwlcluc bci den friilicrcn Verauchen
und ncgniivc Gcwichtc bci den fiiiiUcrcn. Dcr driUc Fnktor ergnb grosae
ncgnlive Gcwichtc bci den bcdinglcn AntWorlavcrauchcn und klciiic nega-
tive oder positive Gcwichtc bei den nndcren. Die drci Faklorcii wurdeti
probend idontirizleri nla (t) die unicr^uclitc rahlBkcit^daB Labyrinthlcrnen
'Tntelligenz/' "Fugsniiikcit," (2) cin Faktor dcr "Obcrtragutig," daa Un-
teracheiden zwUdnjn den (riihcrcn und apiltcren Versuchenj und (3) cin
Faktor, dcr gich sclieinbor besondcra auf die bcclingun Anlworlavctauche
bezog.

THoHNniKH


